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Variability of Hex

Return Distribution

T his paper discussed the shape of the stock

return distribution using the all shares

index of Helsinki Stock Exchange. Non-para-

metric kernel density estimation and power ex-

ponential family of distributions were used to

model the shape of the return distribution. The

parameters of power exponential distribution

were estimated with Bayesian approach. In gen-

eral, the findings suggest that the shape of the

distribution does not vary from one weekday to

another. However, substantial deviations over

time are observed while there are also tempo-

ral periods when it is reasonable to assume the

return generating process as normal. Further-

more, the results indicate that the return distri-

bution approaches normal when the time inter-

val used to calculate returns is increased.

The results derived with kernel density

estimation indicated that return distribution is

unimodal, leptokurtic, and quite symmetric.

However, the limited amount of data available

made the tails of the kernel density estimate

messy and, thus, no inference concerning these

was possible. In addition, it seems, given the

sample size, that the kernel density estimator

underestimates significantly the probability

mass of the central regions. These difficulties

lead to the conclusion that kernel density esti-

mation might not yield a good description of

the distribution – at least the statistical sample

size should be substantially larger.

The second model, we used, was the

power exponential family of distributions. Their

parameters were estimated with the Bayesian

approach. The location parameter θ seemed to

be basically zero although, in statistical sense,

small but significant deviations were observed.

These deviations have little meaning in reality

since, given the transaction costs, it is hardly

possible to place any profitable trading rules on

them. It also seems that, in case of short-term

inference, it would be justifiable to assume the

location parameter to be zero. On the other

hand, the long-run expectation was slightly pos-

itive as was expected. No significant deviations

between weekdays were observed although the

expectation tends to somewhat increase to-

wards the end of the week being negative on

Mondays.

The major issue was the shape of the dis-

tribution. Since the return series generally indi-

cate anomalies related to weekdays, the ques-

tion whether the shape of the return distribu-

tion differs between weekdays was explored,

but no convincing evidence about the differenc-

es in the shape of the distribution between

weekdays was found. This result might not hold

in other markets because the weekday effects

are not generally strong on Finnish stock market.

The variability of the shape of the distri-

bution over time was especially interesting
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since the analyses provided strong evidence that

the shape is not constant. Along with that, pe-

riods, when the return generating process is

normal, were observed. This suggests that part

of the contradiction in the previous results con-

cerning the shape of the distribution might be

explained by the variability of the shape of the

distribution over time. The shape of return dis-

tribution also seemed to approach steadily nor-

mal distribution when the time interval used to

calculate returns was increased from one day

towards thirty days’ returns. This observation

is also consistent result with the previous re-

search.  �
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Stock Market

Overvaluation as a

Threat to

Corporations and

the Society

Hardly any CEO agrees that their com-

pany share is overvalued. However, the

overvaluation of company stock is at least as

common and as harmful as undervaluation. In

this short paper, I deal with the potential prob-

lems caused by the overvaluation to the com-

pany and to the society, the reasons for over-

valuation and some solutions that help to avoid it.

The misvaluation of companies leads to

the misallocation of resources between compa-

nies. The overvalued companies have better

access to both equity and debt capital, where-

as undervalued companies have difficulties to

raise capital. As an end result, the overvalued

companies may undertake investments, which

are not as profitable as the stock market expects.

In addition, they may use these overvalued

shares as currency for acquisitions. The over-

valuation may also lead to misallocation of re-

sources within the company, when company

management attempts to fulfil overoptimistic

expectations of the stock market on company

growth and future profitability. At worst, man-

agement finds out from the stock market or fi-

nancial analysts where to invest and where to

divest. Management may achieve growth

through acquisitions (by using overvalued

stocks), but profitability may be more difficult

to reach. The recent trend in financial state-

ments is to show good profitability either by ex-

tending accounting principles or using pro

forma statements, but profitability can not be

artificially inflated indefinitely. The corrective

price changes may be large causing private in-

vestors to lose their trust for the stock market.

The overvaluation could even be more

common than undervaluation, since several

stakeholders have clear incentives to increase

stock prices whereas no-one really has interest

to lower stock price although it is overvalued.

Company management benefits from the stock

price increase through stock option plans and

direct ownership of shares. In addition, the abil-

ity to undertake acquisitions with overvalued

stock allows them to lead larger companies. In

larger companies they are better paid, they gain

more respect and have more power. Financial

analysts have interest to give ”Buy” recommen-
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